Learning Series

Rensselaer Workshop:
Beta Classroom – Teaching with Technology Preview

Come see the new Collaboratory space in the main library, and the exciting technologies available to you in the Beta Classroom. The beta classroom is a high technology classroom for interactive learning. The goal of the beta classroom is to pilot new or interactive technologies and pedagogical approaches that may be appropriate for rolling out in a broad range of classrooms.

Are you interested in incorporating technology into group learning in your classroom, sharing and maintaining classroom notes or equations using Smart KAPP boards, interactive projection for classroom simulations, or other cutting edge classroom technology? Come to the Beta Classroom to get inspired! Come see a preview of the technologies available to you, and then schedule a time to come test out your plans.

This workshop will be held on Wednesday, July 20th from 10:30 am - 11:30 am in the Beta Classroom located on the first floor of the Library. Please bring a laptop or mobile device.

To register, click the following link: Beta Classroom – Teaching with Technology Preview Information and Registration.

Please register by Friday, July 15th. Space is limited.